Exercise on Making a Wallet:

Click me for the Wallet Generator Site Called “Wallet Generator.net”

Please make sure you select Bitcoin for the currency of this Paper Wallet.

This is the address for this paper based wallet — You would give this address to others so that they can send you money.

This is your private key and you should never share it with anyone.

Please watch how I “secure” my private key in the video; my private key is 5HsxANMUxhS92JmXx4U0vMfH6T88oFHczzZUMpb2s634USd (obviously you shouldn’t share your private address with anyone and please don’t enter it into this spreadsheet).

Next Step: If you are on the (B) track, please watch the lecture called (B) Introduction to “Hot Wallets”. If you are on the (A) track, please watch the lecture called (A+B) [Optional] Side Note: Additional Cold Storage Idea.